Breakthrough pain in cancer patients: new therapeutic approaches to an old challenge.
Breakthrough pain is a well recognized but ill-defined phenomenon that occurs commonly in the presence of otherwise stable, persistent pain. It is defined now as a "transient pain episode that occurs, or breaks through from the otherwise stable background pain." Breakthrough pain is usually associated with moderate to severe pain and may form a predictor of poor response to treatment with routine pharmacotherapy. Breakthrough pain is also associated with functional impairment and psychological distress. The assessment and treatment should be multidimensional. Although primary therapies such as chemotherapy, radiation treatment, and surgical options are explored, the mainstay of treatment is pharmacotherapy. Nonpharmacologic methods, such as orthotic devices and joint stabilizations along with behavioral methods, should be explored. Anesthetic and neurosurgical procedures are performed on a limited number of patients based on the prognosis, intractable nature of pain, and favorable risk/benefit ratio. Newer oral transmucosal fentanyl offers a favorable pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profile and ease of administration.